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It contains the “phrases” created by the algorithm.
Already analyzed when the text is emitted by simple sources.
– First (seminal) study:
Flajolet and Sedgewick (1986) for the unbiased binary source.
– Then, for memoryless sources and Markov chains:
Works of Jacquet, Louchard, Prodinger, Szpankowski, Tang (1990–2000).
Important to analyze this structure under general models of sources (more
realistic, more correlated)
This realistic analysis is already successful for two other types of trees:
– tries and bst, when they are built on general sources
– Why not dst, since it is a mixing of these two structures?
This talk: Analysis of Digital Search Trees when they are built on words
emitted by a general source.

(I) Digital Search Trees and simple sources
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B(z) := e−z
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Memoryless source: The variables Xk are independent, with the same
distribution defined by pi := Pr[Xk = i] (i ∈ Σ)
λ(s) := ps1 + ps2 + . . . + psr
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Markov chain: The only dependence is between consecutive Xk ’s defined
by the transition matrix pi|j := Pr[Xk+1 = i |Xk = j]
λ(s) := the dominant eigenvalue of the Dirichlet matrix P s := (psi|j )

In both cases, λ(s) is called the dominant eigenvalue of the source. The
position of the set Z := {s, λ(s) = 1} wrt the vertical line <s = 1 is essential.
It is related to arithmetical properties of probabilities.
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When w is any finite word such that w = u · v
the conditional probabilities pw /pu = p(u.v)|u , denoted as qv|u are the
fundamental probabilities of the source S(u) .
A source is smooth if the probabilities qi|w satisfy
∃p < 1,

0 < qi|w ≤ p,

∀(i, w) ∈ Σ × Σ?
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This gives rise to various notions of tameness for a source. A source is
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tame if its basic operator P s is tame.

I

super-tame if the operator uP s is tame for u close to 1, |u| = 1.

I

hyper-tame if the operator uP s is tame for u close to 1.

These notions extend in a natural way to all the situations already studied
for simple sources where the operator P s is a finite matrix
Most of “good” dynamical sources are tame or even hyper-tame.
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Consider now n words independently emitted by S.
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(a) Then, the mean typical depth of the dst satisfies
E[dn ] =

I
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1
log n + AS + δn + Rn .
hS

(b) The constant AS is expressed with the infinite product Qs .
(c) The forms of δn and Rn depend on P s and λ(s). δn exists when λ(s)
is periodic. It is a periodic function of log n.
I

I

Rn → 0 with rate of convergence depending on the shape of the tameness
region
This shape itself related to diophantine properties of probabilities.
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The dominant constants are the same as for tries.
When the source is hyper-tame, the speed of convergence towards the gaussian
law is O(log n)−1/2 .
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bn,k = bKn ,k−1 + bn−1−Kn ,k−1
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The number of nodes Kn := Kn in the left subtree
follows a binomial law of parameters n − 1, q0|w .
A system of equations for the Poisson gf’s
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which involves three main operations
I

the derivation d/dz

I

the change of variables z 7→ qz

I

the shift on words w 7→ w.i

In comparison, for tries, the derivation does not occur.
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An asymptotic estimate for Bn (u)?

δ(v, u) :=

Y
1 X |w|
1
u pw
−1
pv w≥v
1
−
p
v pα
α≤w,

∆(s, u) =

X

δ(v, u)psv

v∈Σ?

α6=v

Alt. expr. ∆(s, u) = t E Qs,u Q−1
2,u 1 with
Q(s, u) := (I − uP s )−1 · (I − uP s+1 )−1 . . . and t E = (1, 0, 0 . . .) t 1 = (1, 1, . . .)
Needed for Rice formula: Nice properties of s 7→ (I − uP s )−1 on the left of <s = 1.

Many thanks for your attention

